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PREFACE 
To 6tudy thz QtomztAy a mn^io-td, -ct -U lot moA.^ convzyUQ.nt 
to iVLi>t embed -ct mto a (mom mni^old and ihm -i^tady iZ^ gtoimtAy 
vi^-a-vli, tho. QjnbiZYit 'ipace.. Tkl^ approach gavz mpe.tu^ to the. itudy 
oiJ Aubman^old-i ujhlch XjxtQA dzvzlopzd mto an inde.pe.ndQ.nt and 
mting top-cc of, itady. The 4>abmn^oZd an almo4>t HeAmitian rmni-
iold pAe^ent^ an -cnteAZ^tyLng Qzomzvilc. -Uady a6 -OU almost complex 
•iitAadtuAe. t^an-ifiOAm-i a \}e,c,toK -into a vzctoA peApznd-cciitaA. to -ct. Th^^ 
mtuAalZy glve^ Al^z to tu}o type.^ ^ubmani{)0ld6, viz. Invariant 
[holomoAph-ic) and ant^-'CnvaA.^ant [totally ^eall -iubman'L^old-i. Thz-ie 
-iubman^old-i have. bee.n 6tudie.d e.xte.n6lvely duAlng the. lait thjUty 
yzan.-i>. In / 9 7 S , A Be.jancu L2J ^fioduczd the. notion oi CR-iubmani^old 
oi a KazhleA manifold which gzneAalize^ holomo^phic and totally Keal 
-iubmni^old^ in the. sen^e that the.y oAe. poAticulaA ca-6e-6 0|$ CR-6ubmani-
fiOld^. The. -Uudy o^ the.-i,e mbimni^old not only play6 an important 
fLOlz Asi ma.nyd'LveAiz aAea-6 o^ di{i{,eAzntial ge.ome.tAy and Rzlativity 
i37J,L3SJ but al60 m Mechan-cc-i, L31J. Intact iZ hai, bzzn Kzalizzd that 
an a -dubman^^old o^ an almost complzx man^^old thz totally AZal di^tA-c-
butcon 'iA> <A>otAopic and Ajti> complzmzntoAy dl'&tAibution iA ^mplzctic 
L31J. Tha-i the mtzgA.ability of, thz diitAibatimn V and V^ on a CRsab-
man^iold hzlp6 in {finding the iolution^ o^ coAAZ-6ponding dl^^eAZntial 
zquation^ on a mniftOld. So {^aA a6 it'6 gzomztAic po^nt o{, view 
conceAned, the 6tady Keceivzd thz atZzntion o^ a loide ciAclz rnthe-
mtxC'Can^ ttke IS.V. Chzn, Se.lzigam., A. &Lay and A. Bzjancu eXc. A 
^ign-Li-Lcant contA-LbutA.on -U, madz by B.V. Chzn by giving iomz cla-iM^i-
catxon theoAZm-fs and by gznzAaliz^ng 6omz cla^6ical AZ^ult^. Sincz then 
thz object ha-i, bzzn attracting a hoi>t oi diUzJizntLal gzomztZA6. In 
thz pAZ6Znt thziiyf), we havz madz an zif^oAt to ^ill -iomz gap^ in thi-i> 
aAQ.a and to ^nvz^t^gate thz cond-ctlonA on a CR-iabmn^ioM (Ajhich mkQ. 
ihz canonical d-L^tAi-batLonA, •cnt^gA.ablz, and thz -iubman'i^old to be a 
CR-pA.oduct. The -Lnve4>tlgatxon6 have been done uKth moKe geneAal am-
bient i,paeei> than Kaehlex v-lz. almost KaehleA, iocaZly conf^oAmal 
KaehleA, neaAly KaehleA mnA.ioldi etc. JheAeioKe oua •itudy p^ov^de^ 
an ^dea that to uhat extent the Ae^alt^ o^ KaehleA netting can be 
extended to the^e moAe geneAal ^ettcng-i. 
The the-i>l6 compA^-6e-6 (^tve chapteA6 and each chapteA 1.6 d^v^ded 
mto vaK^oai> iectlon^. The mathematical Kelatlon^ obtained In the 
tzxt have been labelled with double dec-cmal numbeAing-{>. The iiA^t 
{ilguAe denotes the chapteA, i,econd AepA.e6ent{> section and the th-iAd 
points oat the numbeA o^ the def^in-ctxon, equation, proposition OA 
the theoAem a6 the case may be e.g. theorem {3.2.51 Ae^eA-i to the 
mth theoAem oAtlcle 2 m ChapteA III. 
The ^lASt ChapteA -ci mtAoductoAy and -iCAves the puApose of^ 
developing the basic concepts keeping m vA.ew the pre-Aequlsltes 
the subsequent chapteAS and also to make the theses as sel^-contalned 
as possible. ChapteA II deals with the IntegAablllty o{, the dA.stAl-
buttons V and V^ on a CR-Submanl^old o^ almost HeAm-ctlan and almost 
KaehleA mn^old and the condA.tA.ons ioA these submanl^olds to be CR-
pAoducts. We staAt m.th mtAoduc-ing the opeAatoAS ^^ and Q^ ioA U 
In the tangent bundle 0($ the subman^old, uhlch pAov^de a poweA^ul tool 
m analys-tng the IntegAablllty the d-LStA^butxons V and V^ and 
study<.ng the geomefiy 0(5 the-LA leaves. This also leads to a choAacteA-i-
zatcon o{i CR-pAoductA -en these spaces. The cond-cttons ^OA a subman-c-
(iOld to be a CR-pAoduct obta-cned ^.n this chapteA coAAespond to the Chen'6 
cA-cteA-con ^oa CR-pAoduct In the KaehleA man-c^olds. 
u-c 
In ChapteA 111, we d-c^cuM the. CR-6ubmn^^old-6 o^ locally con-
{^OAtnal Kadil^A imn-c^old^. A4 the (oA Ldd-vO-dtoK ^^eldl 
play6 an mpoAtant aoIq. -in de.teAm^n-i.ng thz gzomztA-cc bzkaV'touA ojJ a 
6ubimn-<.(i0ld a loaally conioKml Kazhl2A [l.c.ti.] mn-Liold, we 
d<Lcompo^i, thd lez-\j<LQ.toK i-Ltld mth Ae-ipec-t to the. undeAly^tng 
mbman^old and the.n 6tady the. gzomztAy of, the. lzave.i, oi canonical 
d^-itA^butxan-s Izad-cng to a c.kaAacteA<.zatA.on o^ CR-pAoduct. Some 
•mteA&6txng con^eqaence-6 about totally mb-<.l^c.al CR--{,vibman'L{,old have 
al^o bze.n dAawn. 
In ChapteA W, we 6tudy the. CR-^ubman-c^old^ o^ a nzoAly Kazhle.^ 
mn^iold ui^ng the. mac.h-i.neAy de.vclope.d -oi ChapteA II . The ma-cn AZ6alt 
0|$ th^-i ChapteA -ti a cla-i-i^i-ccatxon the.0Aem ^oa totally umb<.l-ccal CR-
•iubman-c^old^. The. chapteA e.nd6 w.th 4ome obieAvatxon^ AZgoAd^cng the. 
•cnte.gAab'Cl-cty o^ the holomoAph'tc dA.i,tA<.but^on. In iact, aJl ^ ob-teAved 
that the A.nte.gAab'Ll-Lty of, the holomoAph-tc d^-itA-cbution on a totally 
umb-Ll-Lcal CR-Aubman-cfiOld, -u •buii-cc-Lent to gaoAantze. the. CR-pAoduct -en 
a neoAly Kadnj^eA wan-L^old. A4 a con^equznce. -ct {^ollow-i that on the^e. 
•6ubmnA.{,oldA o{, S^, V -ci mveA mtegAable. 
AnotheA mpoAtant ^eatoAe uk-cch -c^ closely Aelate.d to the mteg-
Aab-tl-Lty oq V, -06 the d-cmen^-ton o^ V^. The. d-cmeKi^ -con o^ V^ be-cng 
equal to one -c^ 0^ central M.gn.t^-ccance oi ha^ been ob^eAvcd -cn ChapteA 
III and II/. So we ^^ngle -ct out and ^tudy zxclu-i-cvzly the. CR-iubman-c-
{t0ld6 uKth d-uniV-^} = 1, ui ChapteA V. The-ie. iubman-cfiOld-6 canon-tcally 
adm^t an almo4t contact itAuctuAC. We 6tudy the natuAZ oi tii-c-i contact 
itAuctuAe uficn the amb-cznt 4pace ^ cqu-cppcd cacth ncoAly KazhleA, 
Kae.hleA oa almost KaehleA itAuctuAS., 
In each chapteA -it can be noticed that the. -cntzgAab-cl-Lty cond-t-
txonA ioA the d-L^tyn.butA.oni,, the coiid^tcon oi totally geodei<.cne-i>-{> oi 
the •teave-6 o^ the.6^ d-c^t^-cbut^-on^ and tho. c.haAac.tQAA.zatA.on o^ CR-product 
va/L^ou-i mb-Lznt agAte. m.tk thz Ae-4pec^ve known cond-ct^on^ -en 
KazhZzA Qjx^z, a-6 to be expzctzd. 
In the end oi the the^-i^, a b^b-t-cogA-apky ha^ been g-cven wk-teh by 
no rnean^ -06 compAehen^-cve but mentxoni only the papeA-i> and book6 ^.e^eA-^ed 
to -en the m-cn body o^ the the^-L-fi. 
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this chapter is to introduce basic 
concepts, preliminary notions and some fundamental results 
which we require for the development of the subject in the 
present thesis. Thus we have given a brief resume of some of 
the results in the geometry of almost Hermitian manifolds and 
their allied structures, and the geometry of submanifolds of 
these manifolds. Much though all these results are readily 
available in review articles and some in the standard books 
e.g, Nomizu & Kobayashi [29], Blair [7], B.Y. Chen [9], 
nevertheless, we have collected them here for ready 
references and to fix-up our terminology. 
oo 
1. structure on C -manifolds: 
Basically the geometry of a differentiable manifold is 
revealed by knowing a Riemannian structure on it i.e., a 
positive definite inner product in the tangent bundle of the 
manifold. Further refined information can be had by knowing 
additional structures on the manifold, for example almost 
complex, almost Kaehler, nearly Kaehler etc. [29]. In this 
section we briefly discuss some of these structures. 
In what follows, we shall always take a differentiable 
manifold which is connected and paracompact, so that it can 
always be endowed with a Riemannian metric g and a Riemannian 
connexion 7. 
An almost complex structure on a real differentiable 
manifold M is a tensor field J which is at every point 
pe M, an endomorphism of the tangent space TpR such that 
where I denotes the identity transformation. A 
manifold with a fixed almost complex structure is called an 
almost complex manifold. On almost complex manifold, there 
always exist a Riemannian metric g consistent with the 
almost complex structure J i.e., satisfying g(JU,JV)=g(U,V), 
•V" U,V £ TM, by virtue of which g is called a Hermitian 
metric. An almost complex manifold (resp. a complex 
manifold) with a Hermitian metric is called an almost 
Hermitian manifold (resp. a Hermitian manifold). 
Analogus to the almost complex structure J, there is 
defined another important (0,2) tensor (infact, a two form) 
which plays an important role in the geometry and mechanics 
on the manifold [31] & [14]. We describe it as follows: 
Definition (1.1.1). A symplectic form on a real vector space 
V of dimension n is a non-degenerate exterior 2-form /I i.e., 
a 2-form of rank n. We, then say that il defines a 
symplectic structure on V or that is a symplectic 
vector space. The idea of orthogonality with respect to ^ i s 
defined similar to the usual orthogonality with respect to 
the metric tensor (or inner product) of V, i.e., Two elements 
X and y of V are said to be ^ -orthogonal if l\(x,y)=0. If 
W is a subspace of V, then we define 
Orth^(W) = {x £ V/n(x,y)=0, Y y e W } . 
Now we have the following definitions: 
Definitions (1.1.2) [31]. A vector sub space W of V is said 
to be 
(i) Isotropic if i.e., if Wc-orth (W), 
(ii) Coisotropic if i.e., if orth (W)cW, 
(iii) Lagrangian if W is both isotropic & coisotropic i.e., if 
W = orth (W), 
(iv) Symplectic if defines a symplectic structure on W, 
i.e., W n orth (W)={0}. 
For manifolds, we have 
Definition (1.1.3). A symplectic structure on a manifold M 
is defined by the choice of a differential 2-formXl 
satisfying the following two conditions: 
(1) For all p t R . ^ p is non degenerate. 
(2) jQis closed i.e., djn=0. 
Isotropic, Coisotropic and Lagrangian manifolds are defined 
similarly. At this point it is also easy to realize that one 
can define the Isotropic, Coisotropic, Lagrangian and 
Symplectic distributions and bundles. 
Now, we will introduce Kaehlerian manifolds using the 
fundamental tensors n , J and g. 
Let il be a fundamental 2-form associated to the 
Hermitian metric g on R, i.e., 
(1.1.1) n(U,V)=g(JU,V), 
for all vector fields U & V. Since g is invariant under J, 
so is il , i.e., 
(1.1.2) n(ju, jv) =n(u,v). 
The almost complex structure J is not in general 
parallel with respect to the Riemannian Connexion 7 defined 
by the Hermitian metric g. In fact we have the following 
formula [21]. 
(1.1.3) 2g(VuJ)V,W)=da(U,V,W)-dn(U,JV,JW) -g(U S(V,JW)), 
where S is the Nijenhuis tensor of J defined by 
(1.1.4) S(U,V)=[U,V] + J[JU,V]+ J[U,JV]-[JU,JV]. 
It is easy to verify that S satisfies 
(1.1.5) S(JU,V)=S(U,JV)=-JS(U,V). 
It is well known that vanishing of the tensor S(U,V) is the 
necessary and sufficient condition for an almost complex 
manifold to be a complex manifold C29]. 
If we extend the Riemannian connexion V of H to be a 
derivative on the tensor algebra of R, then we have the 
following formulae: 
(1.1.6) = 
(1.1.7) 
At this stage, one can appreciate the following 
definitions: 
Definition (1.1.4). A Hermitian metric on an almost complex 
manifold is called Kaehler metric if the fundamental 2-form 
n is closed. An almost complex manifold (resp. a complex 
manifold) with a Kaehler metric is called an almost Kaehler 
manifold (resp. a Kaehler manifold). A manifold with a 2-
form (resp. a closed 2-form) which is nondegenerate at 
each point p of R is called an almost symplectic (resp. 
symplectic) manifold [29]. 
We may now, write down the following as the defining 
conditions for the pre-Kaehler structures. 
Definition (1.1.5). An almost Hermitlan manifold R is said 
to be a 
(a) Kaehler manifold if 
(1.1.8) (\J)V=0, 
(b) nearly Kaehler manifold if 
(1.1.9) (VuJ)V+(VvJ)U=0 , 
(e) almost Kaehler if 
(1.1.10) g((VuJ)V,W)+g((7vJ)W,U)+g(7yyJ)U,V)=0 , 
or equivalently 
(1.1.11) dn(U,V,W)=0 , 
(d) quasi-Kaehler if 
(1.1.12) (VuJ)V+(VjuJ)JV=0, 
for all U,V, W in TR. 
For the relation among these classes, let us denote by 
K,AK,NK,QK & H the classes of Kaehler, almost Kaehler, nearly 
Kaehler, quasi-Kaehler and Hermitian manifolds respectively. 
Then it is known that [21] 
^ A K 
K c QK & K c H. 
^ NK 
Further, 
K = H A QK = AKO NK. 
There is another important class of manifolds which are 
not Kaehlerian but they are locally conformal to a Kaehler 
manifold, we now discuss them in the following paragraph. 
Definition (1.1.6). Let (R,n) be an almost symplectic 
manifold. M is said to be a locally conformal symplectic 
(l.c.s.) manifold if every point p H has an open 
neighbourhood U such that 
(1.1.13) d (e'a!u)=0 
for some function cr: U >R. If U=R, then (R,X1) is said to 
be globally conformal symplectic and if <r is constant, then 
(M, ) is obviously a symplectic manifold. If the 2-form 
on a Hermitian manifold is, in particular, the fundamental 
2-form i.e., if n(U,V)=g(JU,V), then the locally conformal 
symplectic manifolds are said to be locally conformal Kaehler 
(l.c.k.) manifolds i.e., in this case every point of R has a 
neighbourhood U endowed with a Kaehler metric of the form 
(1.1.14) g'= 
We refer to [46] for the main properties of such manifolds. 
Particularly for such manifolds, the forms d C glue up to a 
global pfaffian form w, called the Lee-form, and for which 
(1.1.15) d n = n A w. 
Its corresponding Lee-vector field T^is obtained as 
8 
(1.1.16) g( A ,U)= w(U). 
R is globally conformal Kaehler if and only if w is exact. 
And it is Kaehler if and only if w=0 or equivalently A =0. 
The following is an important relation [47] and is used 
subsequently in the thesis. 
(1.1.17) 2(7u^)(V,W)=g(JA,W)g(U,V)+g(A,W)g(JU,V) 
-g(J?v,V)g(U,W)-g(%,V)g(JU,W). 
On the other hand, on odd dimensional manifolds we 
define contact structures as follows: 
Definition (1.1. 7) [7]. A (2n+1)-dimensiona1 differentiable 
manifold R is called an almost contact manifold if it is 
equipped with a triplet where 0 is a (1,1) tensor 
field; ^ , a vector field and V| a 1-form on R satisfying. 
(1.1.18) 0 ^ = 0 ; ) = 1 , Y^  o 0=0 
Moreover if R is endowed with a Riemannian metric g 
satisfying 
(1.1.19) g(0U,0V) = g(U,V)-Yi(U)r)(V) ; g(U,'^ )=r)(U), 
for all vector field U,V on R, then R is said to be an almost 
contact metric manifold. 
Definition (1.1. 8). An almost contact manifold R is said to 
be a 
(a) Cosymplectic manifold if 
(1.1.20) (Vy0)V=O and (Vy^j)V=0 , 
(b) nearly cosymplectic manifold if 
(1.1.21) (Vy0)U=O and (V^jr^)U=0 , 
(c) Sasakian manifold if 
(1.1.22) (Vu0)V=r|(V)U-g(U,V)^ , 
(d) nearly Sasakian manifold if 
(1.1.23) (Vu0)U=r^(U)U-g(U,U)^ , 
(e) quasi-Sasakian manifold if 
(1.1.24) g((Vu0)V,W)+g(7y0)W,U)+g(7^0)U,V)=O, 
for all U,V,W£TR. Obviously for the definitions (c), (d) & 
(e),R is taken to be an almost contact metric manifold. 
2. Submanifold Theory: 
If an n-dimensional differentiable manifold M admits an 
immersion f:M—>R into an m-dimensional differentiable 
manifold R, then M is said to be a submanifold of R. 
Naturally n<.m. If M and R are Riemannian manifolds, then f 
is said to be an isometric immersion if the differential map 
f^:TM—>TR preserves the Riemannian metric, that is for 
U,V t TM, 
(1.2.1) g(f*U,f^V)=g(U,V), 
10' 
where we use g to denote Rietnannian metric on both M and R. 
Consequently f^ becomes a isomorphism. When only local 
questions are involved, we shall identify TM with fjj^ CTM) 
through this isomorphism. Hence a tangent vector in TR 
tangent to M, shall mean a tangent vector which is the image 
of an element in TM under f,^ . More generally, a C*^-cross 
section of the restriction of TR on M shall be called a 
vector field of R on M. Those tangent vectors of TR which 
are normal to TM form the normal bundle T'''M of M. Hence for 
every point p £.M,the tangent space T^^pjR of R admits the 
following decomposition. 
Tf(p)R=TpM © T ^ M . 
The Riemannian connexion ^ of R induces canonically the 
connexions V and V"*" on TM and on the normal bundle T"*" M 
respectively governed by the Guass & Weingarten formulae viz: 
(1.2.2) VyVr VuV+h(U,V), 
(1.2.3) VyN=-A,^U+VyN. 
Where U,V are vector fields on M and N£T"^M, h and Aj^  are 
second fundamental forms and are related by 
(1.2.4) g(h(U,v),N) = g(ANU,V). 
Looking into the Guass formula, we observe that we can 
11 
classify the submanifolds, putting conditions on h. 
Definition (1.2.1) [9]. A submanifold for which the second 
fundamental form h is identically zero is called totally 
geodesic submanifold. 
Definition (1.2.2) [9]. The submanifold is called totally 
umbilical if its second fundamental form h satisfies 
(1.2.5) h(U,V)=g(U,V)H, 
where H=1/n(trace of h), is called the mean curvature vector 
field. 
Definition (1.2.3) [9]. The submanifold M, is called minimal 
if the mean curvature vector H vanishes identically i.e., 
H=0. 
3. CR-submanifold: 
On an almost Hermitian manifold R, g(JU,JV)=g(U,V) for 
all vector fields U,V on R. In other words, g(JU,U)=0, i.e., 
JU J. U for each U on fl. Hence for a submanifold M of R if 
Ufe TpM, JU may or may not belong to TpM. Thus the action of 
the almost complex structure J on the tangent vectors of the 
submanifold of an almost Hermitian manifold gives rise to its 
classification into invariant and anti-invariant submani-
folds. These submanifolds,therefore,are defined as follows: 
Definition (1.3.1) [53]. A submanifold M of an almost 
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Hermitian manifold R is said to be invariant (or holomorphic) 
1f J(TpM)=TpM, Y p t M . 
Definition (1.3.2) [53]. A submanifold M of an almost 
Hermitian manifold R is said to be anti-invariant (or totally 
real) if J(TpM)c tJ M, ¥ p t M. 
In 1978, A. Bejancu considered a new class of 
submanifolds of an almost Hermitian manifold of which the 
above classes are particular cases and he named this class of 
submanifolds as CR-submanifolds. That is, a CR-submanifold 
provides a single setting to study the invariant and anti-
invariant submanifolds of an almost Hermitian manifold. 
Since the present thesis basically deals with the CR-
submanifolds, we enlist here, in this section, some of the 
basic notions and results about these submanifolds which are 
relevant for the subsequent chapters. 
Let R be an almost Hermitian manifold with almost 
complex structure J and Hermitian metric g and M, a 
Riemannian submanifold immersed in R. At each point p t M , let 
Dp be the maximal holomorphic subspace of the tangent space 
TpM i.e., JDp=Dp. If the dimension of Dp is same for all 
p £. M, we have a holomorphic distribution D on M. 
Definition (1.3.3). M is said to be a CR-submanifold of an 
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almost Hermitian manifold R if there exists on M a d^'-holo-
morphic distribution D such that its orthogonal complement D-*-
is totally real in M 
i.e., JD^ c TpM, ¥ p t M. [2] 
Clearly every real hypersurface M of an almost 
Hermitian manifold is a CR-submanifold if dim M>1. 
Remark: We observe from the above definition that the 
dimension of D is always even, and that JD"^  being a sub-bundle 
of T^ M spli ts as 
T-^M = JD-*- e |J 
where /j is complement of JD-*- in T^M and that jj is invariant 
under J. 
Definition (1.3.4). A CR-submanifold M is said to be proper 
if neither D=0 nor 0-^=0. 
Obviously, if D=0 then M is a totally real submanifold and if 
0-^=0 then M is holomorphic. 
Remark: Throughout the thesis we will denote by M, a CR-
submanifold of the ambient space R, unless mentioned 
otherwi se, 
For any vector field U tangent to M, we put 
(1.3.1) JU=PU+FU, 
where PU & FU are the tangential and normal components of JU 
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respectively. Then P is an endomorphism of the tangent 
bundle TM and F is a normal bundle valued one form on TM. It 
is easy to observe that PU e D & FUeJO"^. Infact P and F are 
annhilators on D-*- and D respectively. Similarly for any 
vector N, normal to M, if we put 
(1.3.2) JN=tN+fN , 
with tN and fN as tangential and normal components of JN 
respectively then f can be treated as an endomorphism of the 
normal bundle T'^ 'M and t, a tangent bundle valued 1-form on 
T^ '^ M with kernal as JD"^  & ^ respectively. 
The covariant differentiation of the operators P, F, t 
& f are defined respectively as: 
(1.3.3) (7uP)V = VuPV-PV^V, 
UF)V = viFV-FVu> 
yt)N = 7^JtN-tvJ^ 
uf)N = vifN-fV^f 
A. Bejancu obtained the following integrabi1ity 
conditions for the distributions D and D''- on a CR-submanifold 
M of an almost Hermitian manifold R. 
Proposition (1.3.1) [4]. The distribution D is integrable if 
and only if any one of the following is satisfied, 
(i) S(X,Y)t = S p ( X , Y ) , 
(1.3.4) (V,|F V;^,FV-FVyV, 
(1.3.5) (V,,t) -tvJN, 
(1.3.6) (V,,f /-,fN-fvf,N, 
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(ii) S(X,Y)-^ =0 and CSp(X,Y)=0 
For any X,Y in D, where Sp stands for the Nijenhuis tensor of 
P, viz. Sp(U,V)=P[X,PY]+P[PX,Y]-p2[X,Y]-[PX,PY], T and ± 
denote the tangential and normal components respectively, and 
C denotes the projection operator onto D-'- respectively. 
Proposition (1.3.2) [4]. The totally real distribution D"*" is 
integrable if and only if the Nijenhuis tensor of P vanishes 
identical 1 y on D''". 
If the ambient space R is Kaehler, the integrabi1ity 
conditions for the distribution D and D-*- are given by B.Y. 
Chen as: 
Proposition (1.3.3) [11]. The holomorphic distribution D on 
a CR-submanifold M of a Kaehler manifold H is Integrable if 
and only if 
g(h(X,JY),JZ)=g(h(JX,Y),JZ) 
for any vector fields X, Y in D and Z in D"^ . 
Proposition (1.3.4) [11]. The totally real distribution D-^  
on a CR-submanifold in a Kaehler manifold is integrable. 
This theorem has been generalized by Blair & Chen [8] 
to a CR-submanifold of a locally conformal Kaehler manifold. 
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With regard to the geometry of leaves of D and those of 
D"*" we have 
Proposition (1.3.5) [11]. Let M be a CR-submanifold of a 
Kaehler manifold R. Then 
1) The leaves of D are totally geodesic in M, if and only if 
g(h(D.D ),JD-'-)=0 , 
(2) The leaves of D-'- are totally geodesic in M if and only if 
g(h(D,D-'-) ,JD-^)=0 . 
Under what conditions the CR-submanifold is a 
Riemannian product of holomorphic submanifold and totally 
real submanifold? This situation has important geometric sig-
nificance. The problem was studied by B.Y. Chen. 
Definition (1.3.5) [11]- A CR-submanifold M is called a CR-
product if it is locally a Riemannian product of a 
holomorphic submanifold M and a totally real submanifold M. 
For a CR-product submanifold, the leaves of D and D*'-
are totally geodesic in M and vice-versa. Thus we have 
Theorem (1.3.1) [11]. A CR-submanifold M in a Kaehler 
manifold R is a CR-product if and only if 
Another equivalent condition for CR-product is obtained 
in [13] and is given by 
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Theorem (1.3.2) [11]. A CR-submanifold of a Kaehler manifold 
R is a CR-product if and only if 
VP=0 
The condition VP=0 was further extended by Chen [13] for a 
submanifold of almost Hermitian manifolds. He, infact proved 
the following: 
Theorem (1.3.3) [13]. Let M be a submanifold of an almost 
Hermitian manifold R then VP=0 if and only if M is locally 
the Riemannian product M.,xMg. . .xM^, where each M^ is either a 
Kaehler submanifold, a totally real submanifold or a 
Kaehlerian slant submanifold. 
Here the Kaehlerian slant submanifolds ara defined as 
follows: 
Definition (1.3.6) [13]. For each non zero vector U tangent 
to M at p, the angle e(U) between JU and TpM is called 
Wirtinger angle of U. The immersion f:M—>R is said to be a 
general slant immersion if the Wirtinger angle e(U) is 
constant (i.e., independent of the choice of p t M & UtTpM). 
Holomorphic and totally real immersions are general slant 
immersions with wirtinger angle equal to 0 and a/2 
respectively. A general slant immersion which is not 
holomorphic is simply called a slant immersion. A slant 
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submanifold is said to be proper if it is not totally real. 
Finally, a proper slant submanifold is said to be Kaehlerian 
slant if the endotnorphism P is parallel i.e., VP=0. 
CHAPTER II 
CR-SUBMANIFOLDS OF ALMOST HERMITIAN MANIFOLDS 
1. Introduction: 
The geometry of CR-submanifolds has extensively been 
studied by A. Bejancu [2], [5], [6], B.Y. Chen [11] [12] and 
many others. Several results on CR-submanifolds of Kaehler 
manifolds have been extended or generalized to the manifolds 
with weaker structures viz. nearly Kaehler [16], [17], and 
locally conformal almost Kaehler [8], [34], [35] and some 
even to almost Hermitian manifolds [40], [45]. To find an 
analogue of results on geometry of CR-submanifolds of Kaehler 
manifolds to the setting of manifolds with almost Hermitian 
and other allied structures, we have evolved a technique to 
obtain the integrabi1ity conditions for the distributions on 
CR-submanifold and have consequently studied the geometry of 
the leaves of the distributions. Throughout, our emphasis 
has been on CR-product submanifolds. 
2. Integrabi1ity of distributions on a CR-submanifold of 
almost Hermitian manifold: 
Let R be an almost Hermitian manifold and M a CR-
submanifold of M. Then for U,V in TM, we may write 
(VuJ)V = VyJV - JV^ jV , 
A paper based on this Chapter has been accepted for 
publication in Anal. Stii. al. Univ. A1. I. Cuza, lASI. 
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where the symbols have their usual meaning. Making use of 
equations (1.2.2)-(1.3.4), the above equation takes the form, 
(2.2.1) (7yJ)V = (VyP)V-ApyU-th(U,V)+(VuF)V+h(U,PV)-fh(U,V). 
Denoting the tangential and normal parts of (^uJ)V in 
equation (2.2.1) by PyV and Q^ jV respectively, we can write 
(2.2.2) = (VyP)V-ApvU-th(U,V) , 
(2.2.3) QyV = (VyF)V+h(U,PV)-fh(U,V) . 
Similarly for Ne TM denoting by and QyN respectively the 
tangential and normal parts of (VyJ)N, we find that 
(2.2.4) £u^=(Vut)N+PA,^U-Af^U , 
(2.2.5) QyN=(Vyf )N+h(tN,U) + FA,^U . 
The following properties of £ & Q are used in our 
subsequent discussions and can be verified through a straight 
forward computation. 
(Pi) ^u+yW = ^U^ + ' Qu+vW=QuW + 
(P2) fu^^+w) =-Pu^ +-EyW ; Qu(v+w)=QuV+QuW. 
(P3) g(£u^'W)=-g(V,p^jW), 
(P4) g(QuV,N)=-g(V,PuN), 
(P5) £uJV+QUJV=-J(£UV+QUV) , 
for all U, V and W in TM and N in T-^M. 
We may now use £ and Q to obtain the following 
integrabi 1 ity conditions of the distribution D and D"'" 
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Proposition (2.2.1). Let M be a CR-submanifold of an almost 
Hermitian manifold R. Then the holomorphic distribution D is 
integrable if and only if 
(2.2.6) QxY-QYX=h(X,JY)-h(JX,Y) , 
for each X, y in D. 
Proof. For NLT-^M, we have 
JY)-h( JX,Y) ,N) , 
or, g(J(VxY-VyX)+QxY-QYX,N)=g(h(X,JY)-h(JX,Y),N), 
or, g(F[X,Y],N)=g(h(X,JY)-h(Y,JX)+QYX-QxY,N). 
It follows from the above equality that the distribution D is 
integrable if and only if 
g(h(X,JY)-h(JX,Y)+QYX-QxY,N)=0 . 
for each X , Y t D and NtT'^'M. This proves the assertion. 
For the integrabi1ity of the totally real distribution, 
we have, 
Proposition (2.2.2). Let M be a CR-submanifold of an almost 
Hermitian manifold M. Then the totally real distribution 
D"*- is integrable if and only if 
(2.2.7) J^Z^-J^W^ = AjzW-Ajy^Z , 
for each Z, W in D"^ . 
Proof: For U e TM, we may write 
g(J[Z,W] ,U) = g(J72W-JVy^Z,U) 
= g(V2JW-Vy^JZ-je2W+£wZ.U). 
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This shows that D"'' is integrable if and only if 
je^W - P^Z = AjzW - Aj^Z . 
This completes the proof. 
It may be seen through a straight forward calculation 
that 
g(QxY-QYX+h(JX,Y)-h(X,JY),^ )=0, 
for all X, Y in D and ^ in fj. And 
for all W, Z & Z' in D^. Hence it follows that the condition 
(2.2.6) is satisfied if and only if 
(2.2.8) g(QxY-QYX+h(JX,Y)-h(X,JY),JZ)=0 , 
and condition (2.2.7) is satisfied if and only if 
(2.2.9) X)=0 
Remark. If M is Kaehler 1 ntegrabi 1 i ty 
conditions in this case reduce to the conditions obtained by 
Chen (cf. [11]) and Bejancu (cf. [2]). 
Now under these conditions Frobenius theorem guarantees 
the foliation of the leaves of D and D-^ . Regarding the leaves 
of the distributions, we establish: 
Proposition (2.2.3). The leaves of the holomorphic 
distribution D on a CR-submanifold M of an almost Hermitian R 
are totally geodesic in M if and only if either of the 
following equivalent conditions hold. 
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(a) 
(b) JSxZ+AjzX t D^, 
(c) QxY-h(X,JY) ejj, 
for each X, Y in D and Z in D-'-. 
Proof: The proof of the first part follows directly from 
equation (2.2.2) on having observed that PVyYtD, whereas 
part (a) and (b) are equivalent in view of properly (P3). 
For part (c) we observe that 
g(jexY+th(X,Y),Z)=0 , 
i.e., g(£xY+OxY+Jh(X,Y),Z)=0 , 
as QxY£.T"'"M and g(th(X,Y),Z) = g( Jh(X,Y) ,Z). Thus we get 
g(J(jexY+QxY)-h(x,Y),JZ)=o . 
Now taking account of the fact that P ^ Y £ T M and using the 
property (Pg), the above equation gives 
g(-QxJY-h(X,Y),JZ)=0 . 
Replacing Y by JY, we obtained 
g(Q^Y-h(X,JY),JZ)=0, 
i .e. , QxY-h(X, JY) e jj. 
This shows that (a) and (c) are equivalent. Hence the 
proposition is proved completely. 
Proposition (2.2.4). The leaves of the totally real distri-
bution D'^  on a CR-submanifold M of an almost Hermitian 
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manifold M are totally geodesic in M if and only if any of 
the following equivalent conditions holds. 
(a) ^w^+AjzW e D-*-, 
(b) + th(X,Z) e. D, 
(C) QyfX - h(W,JX) t/J, 
for all X in D and Z, W in D-'-. 
Proof. Using the arguments similar to the previous proposi-
tion, (a) follows from equation (2.2.2), and part (b) and (c) 
are equivalent to (a) in view of properties (P3) and (p^). 
Recalling, that a CR-product is a CR-submanifold M with 
leaves of both the distributions D and D-'- totally geodesic in 
M, we may establish the following by making use of the 
propositions (2.2,3), (2.2.4) and properties of £ and Q. 
Proposition (2.2.5). For a CR-submanifold of an almost Hermi-
tian manifold M, the following are equivalent 
(i) M is a CR-product, 
(ii) fyX+th(U,X)£D , 
(iii) £yZ + Aj^U £0^- , 
(iv) QuX-h(U, JX) £ 
for each X in D, Z in D-'- and U in TM. 
In view of the above proposition if in particular the 
ambient space is taken to be Kaehler these conditions reduce 
to the condition Ajq-»-D=0, which coincides with the condition 
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obtained by Chen [11] for characterization of CR-product in a 
Kaehler manifold. Thus the proposition (2.2.5) provides an 
extension of Chen's result to a more general setting. 
3. CR-submanifolds of almost Kaehler manifold: 
Throughout this section we denote by R an almost 
Kaehler manifold, i.e., a C~-manifold equipped with a Kaehler 
metric g, an almost complex structure J and a fundamental 2-
form which is closed i.e., 
n(U,V) = g(JU,V) and d Q = 0 
Now let us consider jn^, the restriction of the 
fundamental 2-form onto a submanifold M of H. The Ker(-0,^) 
is the set of all vectors X in TM, such that n.(X,Y)=0 for 
each Y in TM. Now if Ker(i^) has a constant rank over M, 
then it defines a distribution D-^  which is totally real with 
respect to the almost complex structure J. Further, it is 
easy to observe that this distribution is isotropic and its 
complementary distribution is symplectic. Thus we conclude 
that the two distributions D and D"*" on a CR-submanifold of an 
almost Kaehler manifold are symplectic and isotropic 
respectively. Hence by studying the geometry of these 
objects of mechanics setting, one can infact geometrize the 
mechanics on an almost Kaehler manifold. The results 
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obtained in this section may, therefore, find some useful 
application in mechanics. 
The integrabi 1 ity of the totally real distribution D"^  
in this case follows immediately from the following theorem 
(cf., [31] p.407), 
Theorem (2.3.1). If 0 is a differential p-form on a differen-
tiable manifold M such that d0~0Ac<where o^  is a pfaffian form 
then the distribution generated by the set of sections of 
Ker(0) is completely integrable. 
The above theorem also ensures the integrabi1ity of the 
totally real distribution on a CR-submanifold M of a locally 
conformal Kaehler manifold. 
We begin the section by a lemma unfolding the relations 
between Nijenhuis tensor S(U,V) and the vectors P^JV & QyV 
when M is taken to b*^  a CR-submani fold of an almost Kaehler 
manifold R. This consequently helps in studying some 
geometric aspects of the submanifold. 
Lemma (2.3.1). Let M be a CR-aubmanifold of R. Then for any 
U, V & W in TM and N in T^^M. 
2g(JeuV,w) =g(u,JS(v,w)) , 
and 2g(QuV,N) =g(U,JS(V,N)). 
Proof. Using the fact that d n = 0 on an almost Kaehler 
manifold and £yV and QyV are tangential and normal parts of 
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(VjJ)V respectively, an easy computation using equations 
(1.1.3) and (1.1.5) immediately yields the required 
relations. 
By applying the above relation, we work out the 
integrabi1ity condition for the holomorphic distribution on a 
CR-submanifold as follows: 
Proposition (2.3.1). The holomorphic distribution D on a CR-
submanifold M of an almost Kaehler manifold R is integrable 
if and only if 
g(2Aj2Y-JS(Y,Z), JX)=g(2Aj2X-JS(X,Z),JY) 
for each X, Y £ D and Z e D"^  
Proof. By proposition (2.2.1) D is integrable if and only if 
h(X,JY)-h(JX,Y)=QxY-QyX . 
Taking inner product with JZ on both sides and using above 
lemma we get 
2g(Aj2X,JY)-2g(Aj2Y,JX)=g(X,JS(Y,JZ)-g(Y,JS(X,JZ)). 
which on using S(X,JZ)=-JS(X,Z) implies 
g(2Aj7X-JS(X,Z),JY)=g(2Aj2Y-JS(Y,Z),JX) . 
Now in view of the integrabi1ity condition obtained in 
(2.2.8), the proposition follows. 
Proposition (2.3.2). The leaves of the holomorphic distri-
bution D on a CR-submanifold M of R are totally geodesic in M 
if and only if 
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g(2Aj2Y-JS(Y,Z), X)=0 
for all X,Y in D and Z in D-'-. 
Proof. Applying condition (a) of proposition (2.2.3), we 
obtain 
g(PxY+th(X,Y),Z)=0 
or, g(PxY.z)-g(AjzY,x)=o. 
Making use of lemma (2.3.1), it is seen that 
g(2Aj2Y-JS(Y,Z),X)=0 , 
proving the proposition completely. 
Similarly for the totally geodesicness of the leaves of 
D-^  in M, we establish. 
Proposition (2.3.3). The leaves of the totally real distri-
bution D-*- on a CR-submanifold M of an almost Kaehler manifold 
R are totally geodesic in M if and only if 
G ( 2 A J 2 Y - J S ( Y , Z ) , W ) = 0 , 
for each Y in D and Z, W in D"^ , 
Proof: Making use of proposition (2.2.4) (a) and lemma 
(2.3.1) the proof follows on the same lines as that of 
proposition (2.3.2). 
The above two propositions lead to the following: 
Theorem (2.3.2). Let M be a CR-submanifold of an almost 
Kaehler manifold R. Then M is a CR-product if and only if 
2Ajpi.D = CJS(D,D-'-)]^ 
The proof is a straight forward implication of the 
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propositions obtained above. Further if the manifold R is 
Kaehler, the Nijenhuis tensor is identically zero, therefore 
in this case M is a CR-product if and only if Ajq-I-D=0 which 
is precisely the condition obtained by Chen [11] as a 
characterization of CR-product in a Kaehler manifold. 
CHAPTER III 
CR-SUBMANIFOLDS OF LOCALLY CONFORMAL KAEHLER MANIFOLDS 
Introduction: 
Since locally conformal Kaehler (l.c.k.) manifolds are 
topologically different from almost Kaehler manifolds, 
therefore in our context it seems worthwhile to study the CR-
submanifolds of l.c.k. manifolds so as to see the deviation 
in the geometry of CR-submanifolds of l.c.k. manifold with 
that in Kaehler manifold. For the submanifold of a l.c.k. 
manifold, it is observed that the Lee-form plays an important 
role in determining several geometric features of the 
submanifold [48], [34], [19]. This has led us to obtain a 
decomposition of the Lee-vector field of l.c.k. manifold with 
respect to its CR-submanifold. This has also helped us to 
compare the results thus obtained with those in the Kaehler 
setting. In this connection, we have pointed out that when a 
totally umbilical CR-submanifold M is tangential to the Lee 
vector field, M has similar classification as that of CR-
submanifold of a Kaehler manifold. 
1. Some Preliminary results: 
We first, derive some relations for later use. Making 
use of equations (1.1.17) & (1.1.1) for vector fields U, V on 
a locally conformal Kaehler manifolds, we may write 
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(3.1.1) 2(VL,J)V = g(U,V)J?. + g ( JU, V);r g (J ^  ,V)U-g(?k ,V)JU. 
Therefore, for a CR-submanifold M of a l.c.k. manifold 
R, the vectorsPyV & Q^V for U . V t T M will have the following 
expressions: 
(3.1.2) £yV=1/2 [g(U,V)(JA)T-+g(JU,V)?vy-g(J;v,V)U-g(7v,V)PU] 
and, 
(3.1.3) QuV=1/2 [g(U,V)(J>v),^+g(JU,V)^,^-g(X,V)FU]. 
It also follows that for UeTM and N, normal to M, 
(3.1.4) £uN=1/2 [g(FU,N)>vj-g(J?> ,N)U-g(7v,N)PU] 
and, 
(3.1.5) QyN = 1/2 [g(FU,N)> ,^-g(>v ,N)FU]. 
We will use the following convention on vector fields. 
X, Y will denote vector fields in D; Z, W, the vector fields 
in D-^  and U, V the vector fields in TM;"*^, a vector field in 
jj and N an arbitrary normal vector field. Using this 
convention we enlist the following identities which are 
immediately obtained from equations (3.1.1)-(3.1.5), and play 
an important role in our subsequent discussions. 
(3.1.6) = -g(W, JA)X-g(W,7s)JX , 
(3.1.7) = -g(JA,X)W , 
(3.1.8) 2£2^ = g(A,JW)Z+ g(Z,W) (J>)J, 
(3.1.9) = -g(JA,^)U-g(> ,5)U , 
,(3.1.10) 2g(EXX,w) = g(JA,w) ;:X!;2 , 
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(3.1.11) Q^W = 0 , 
(3.1.12) = -g(A,X)JW , 
( 3 . 1 . 1 3 ) 2QxY = g ( X , Y ) ( J TV ) f ^ + g ( J X , Y ) A N ' 
(3.1.14) 2Q2W = g(Z,W)(JA)f^ -g(A,W) JZ, 
(3.1.15) -g( A )FU, 
Considering equations (2.2.2) and (3.1.7) together, we 
get 
-g(JA,X)W = 2[Vy^JX-PVy^X - th(X,W)] , 
which on taking inner product with W yields 
(3.1.16) g(?v, JX)',1W1:2 = 2 [-g ( JX , V^W )+g( JAjy^W, JX ) ] . 
A similar computation, on making use of equations (2.2.2) and 
(3.1.6 ), gi ves 
( 3 . 1 . 1 7 ) g ( ^ = - 2 Cg(VxX,w)+g( J h ( x , JX) , w ) ] . 
For any non-zero vectors X in D and W in D"^ , we may now 
use the equations (3.1.16) & (3.1.17) to write down the 
tangential part of the Lee-vector field as 
1 1 
(3.1.18) TVJ = 2 [ (PAJ^^W-BVJ^W) (CVXX+TH( X , JX ) ) ] , 
•I w ii2 II Y ii2 (• I  i» 
where B and C denote the projection operators onto D & D"'-
respectively. Now equating the right hand sides of the 
equations (3.1.14) and (2.2.3) we get 
;:W!;2(J> )f^-g(^,W)JW = 2 CVijW-FV^W-fh(W,W)] , 
which on taking inner product with J ^ gives 
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!:w:|2g( A ) = 2[g(vijw,j5 )-g(Jh(W,W),J-5)], 
or, 
(3.1.19) ;:w!l2g(7v ) = -2[g(f7ijW,^ )+9 ( h ( W, W) ) ] . 
A similar computation through equations (2.2.2) & (3.1.10) 
yields 
;;X!;2g(A,JW) = -2[g(7xJX,W) - g( th( X , X ) , W) ] , 
or, 
(3.1.20) ;;xr2g(A,JW) = -2[g(J7xJX,JW) + g ( h ( X , X ) , JW ) ] , 
From equations (3.1.19) & (3.1.20) the normal part of 
the Lee-vector field can be written as 
(3.1.21) [ (FVxJX+ph(X,X)+ ( fVjjW+qh( W, W) ) ] , 
II Y "2 <1 w ••2 i ii II 
where p and q have been used for the projection operators 
onto JD-'- & jj respectively. Hence (3.1.18) and (3.1.21) give 
a complete decomposition of the Lee-vector field "h . 
2. Integrabi1ity of distributions on a CR-submanifold of 
locally conformal Kaehler manifold: 
We begin the section by establishing the following: 
Proposition (3.2.1). Let M be a CR-submanifold of a locally 
conformal Kaehler manifold R. Then the holomorphic 
distribution D is integrable if and only if 
n(X,Y)7v^ = h(X,JY)-h(JX,Y) . 
for each X, Y in D. 
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Proof. By proposition (2.2.1), D is integrable if and only 
if QxY-QyX = h(X,JY)-h(Y,JX) for each X, Y in D. Substi-
tuting the values of Q^Y and QyX from equation (3.1.13) into 
the above equation and using the relation (1.1.1), the 
assertion follows immediately. 
So far as the totally geodesicness of leaves of D is 
concerned, making use of proposition (2.2.3) (a) and equation 
(3.1.2) it is easy to infer that the leaves of D are totally 
geodesic in M if and only if 
n(X,Y)g(A,Z)+g(X,Y)g(JX,Z)+2g(Jh(X,Y),Z)=0, 
or, n(X,Y)g(?,,Z) = g(X,Y)g(A,JZ)+2g(h(X,Y),JZ). 
The right hand side of the above equation is symmetric in X 
& Y whereas the left hand side is skew symmetric in X & Y, 
implying that both of them are simultaneously zero. Hence we 
can conclude 
Proposition (3.2.2). The leaves of D are totally geodesic in 
M if and only if 
2g(Aj2X,Y)=g(x,Y)g(J?^,Z), and CX=0 
for all X,Y in D and Z in D-^ . 
Proposition (3.2.3) [8]. The totally real distribution D*'- on 
a CR-submanifold M of a locally conformal Kaehler manifold R 
is always integrable. 
The proof follows directly from theorem (2.3.1). 
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Proposition (3.2.4). The leaves of D-*- are totally geodesic 
in M if and only if 
2g(Aj2X,W)= g(Z,W)g(A,JX) , 
for each X in D & 2, w in D*^ . 
Proof. By applying proposition (2.2.4) (a) and equation 
(3.1.8) the required condition is easily seen. 
Now using the conditions of totally geodesicness of the 
leaves of holomorphic and totally real distributions, 
obtained in the above propositions, it is straight forward to 
work out the characterization for CR-product as follows: 
Theorem (3.2.1). A CR-submanifold M of a locally conformal 
Kaehler manifold M will be a CR-product if and only if 
(3.2.1) 2Aj2X =n(?i,Z)X .X)Z, 
and C^= 0 
for each X, Y i n D & Z , WinD-^. 
Remark. The above also follows from proposition (2.2.5) 
(Part III) 
In view of the condition (3.2.1) it is interesting to 
observe that if the Lee-vector lies in the invariant part 
of the normal bundle T'^ 'M, the right hand side of the relation 
(3.2.1) is identically zero, i.e., in this case Aj^D=0 
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3. Totally Umbilical CR-submanifold of a locally conformal 
Kaehler manifold: 
Suppose M is totally umbilical submanifold i.e., a 
submanifold for which 
h(U,V)=g(U,V)H , 
where H is the mean curvature vector. Thus for the 
submanifold M 
h(U,JV)-h(JU,V)=-2g(JU,V)H , 
for all U, V e T M . Using this and proposition (3.2.1) it is 
easy to establish the following: 
Proposition (3.3.1). If M is a totally umbilical CR-
submanifold of a locally conformal Kaehler manifold R then 
Di^O) is integrable if and only if 
Remark. The above result agress with the result in Kaehler 
setting, as in that case =0 and the totally umbilical 
submanifolds are totally geodesic when D is integrable. 
It is interesting to see that a similar result is 
obtained by puttirig restriction on the totally real 
distribution as follows: 
Proposition (3.3.2). If M is a totally umbilical proper CR-
submanifold of a locally conformal Kaehler manifold R with 
dim(D''')>1, then 
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Proof. Equation (3.1.8) gives 
(3.3.1) 2CP2W-PwZ]= g(JA,Z)W-g(JA,W)Z. 
Making use of equation (2.2.2), the left hand side of the 
above equation becomes 
2[(V2P)W-(V^^P)Z-Ap^^Z+Ap2W] . 
Now taking into account the fact that D-^  is always integrable 
and for totally umbilical submanifold Apy^Z=g(FW,H)Z, equation 
(3.3.1) yields 
g(^+2H,JW)Z = g(7v+2H, JZ)W, VZ.WeD"*-
Now as dim(D-'-)>1, the above relation gives 
(3.3.2) g(?v+2H,JZ)=0, 
-V- Z e D-*-. On the otherhand equations (2.2.4) and (3.1.9) in 
view of totally umbilical character of M imply 
(V^t)^ + g(H,-^ )PX-g(H,fl^)X = -1/2 Cg(J>,^)X +g(7.,^)PX]. 
Hence we can write 
tVx5 =g(H+A/2,^)PX -g(H+ )x. 
As tVj^^ can not have any component in D, it is therefore 
concluded from the above equation that 
(3.3.3) g ( 2 H + , ^ )=0, 
For all^t^j. From equations (3.3.2) and (3.3.3), it follows 
that (under the hypothesis), A|sj=-2H 
This completes the proof. 
Combining the above two results, we get 
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Corollary (3.3.1): In any totally umbilical CR-submanifold 
with dim(D'^)>1 , D is integrable 
Remark. Dragomir [19], Matsumoto [35], Sharma and Duggal 
[43], have obtained conditions for totally geodesicness of a 
CR-submanifold in a l.c.k. manifold which immediately follow 
from proposition (3.3,2). 
The above proposition enables us to classify the totally 
umbi1ical CR—submanifolds for which Tv^ j^ O, as 
(i) total 1y real, or 
(ii) totally geodesic, or 
(i i i) dim(D-^) = l 
A similar classification has been given by B.Y. Chen 
[10] for totally umbilical CR-submanifolds of Kaehler 
mani fold. 
The case when 7vj=0 has the following interesting 
geometric significance: 
Proposition (3.3.3). Let M be a totally umbilical proper CR-
submani fold of a locally conformal Kaehler manifold such that 
>1 then M is a CR-product if and only if 
Proof. Suppose?v^=0. Now from equation (2.2.2) , 
(3.3.4) = (7xP)Z-g(H,JZ)X, 
for X e D and 1 and from equation (3.1.6), 
2£yl = -[g(Z,J7v)X+g(Z,^ )JX], 
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which on noticing that 7Vj-=0, becomes 
(3.3.5) 2jexZ=-g(Z,J?v )X , 
on comparing equation (3.3.4) & (3.3.5), we obtain 
-PV^Z =g(H+ A/2,JZ)X . 
Applying proposition (3.3.1), the above equation gives that 
D"*- for each X in D and Z in D"'* or in other words, 
Vj^ Y 6, D for each X, Y in D, showing that D is integrable and 
its leaves arae totally geodesic in M. Now making use of 
(3.1.7) and the fact that >kj=0, we can write 
(3.3.6) 
for each X in D & W in D-^  
But equation (2.2.2) together with umbi1icalness of R gives 
(3.3.3) JB^ X^ = (7^^P)X, 
which means, Vy^PX = PVy,X, V- X t D & W e D - ' -
In other words the above equation implies that Vy^ Z e D-*-, 
showing that leaves of D-*- are totally geodesic in M. 
Combining these arguments, we can conclude that M is a CR-
product. Conversely if M is a CR-product then from equation 
(3.1.18) it follows immediately that 7v-j-=0. This completes 
the proof-
CHAPTER IV 
CR-SUBMANIFOLDS OF A NEARLY KAEHLER MANIFOLDS 
1. Introduction: 
In the present chapter we study the CR-submanifolds of 
yet another class of manifolds viz. nearly Kaehler manifolds. 
Obviously a nearly Kaehler structure on an almost Hermitian 
manifold is given by a slightly weaker condition than a 
Kaehler one. It is therefore interesting to see how far the 
results of Kaehler setting can be extended to the nearly 
Kaehler setting, e.g. for the totally umbilical CR-
submanifold of a Kaehler manifold, B.Y. Chen [10] showed that 
they are either totally real or totally geodesic or 
dim(D-'-) = 1. Similar to this, in the present chapter, we have 
classified the totally umbilical CR-submanifolds of a nearly 
Kaehler manifold. 
2. Some integrabi1ity conditions for the distributions on 
CR-submanifolds of nearly Kaehler manifolds: 
In view of the relation. 
A paper based on this chapter has been accepted for 
publication in Geometriae Dedicata. 
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the nearly Kaehler condition yields 
(4.2.1) £yV = -£yU, 
(4.2.2) QyV = -QyU, 
for all U,V tangent to M, and therefore by proposition 
(2.2.1) the necessary and sufficient condition for the 
holomorphic distribution D on a CR-submanifold of a nearly 
Kaehler manifold, to be integrable can be written as: 
(4.2.3) 2Q^Y = h(X,JY)-h(JX,JY), 
for all X, Y in D. Further more, it is known that the 
Neijenhuis tensor for a nearly Kaehler manifold satisfies the 
relation: 
S(U,V)=-4J(VuJ)V, 
which in view of property (pg) of P and Q gives 
(4.2.4) S(X,Y)'^= 4QxJY . 
The left hand side of the above equation on simplification 
becomes (i.e., on using eqns.(l. 1. 4) & (l. 3- 1) ) 
F([PX,Y]+[X,PY]) . 
Hence from equations (4.2.3) & (4.2.4), it follows that the 
holomorphic distribution D on a CR-submanifold of a nearly 
Kaehler manifold R is integrable if and only if 
(4.2.5) QxY=0 and h(X,JY)=h(JX,Y). 
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For the integrabi 1 ity of D-"-, by (2.2.9) and nearly 
Kaehler character of R, it can be seen that D-^  is integrable 
if and only if, for all Z, W in D"'' and X in D, 
2g(£zW,X) = g(Aj2W,X)-g(Aj„Z,X), 
Ve., 
2g((V^J)W,X) = g(Aj2W,X)-g(Ajy^Z,X) 
Now, as for nearly Kaehler manifolds d n (U,V,W)=3g(9u'^ ' 
the above equation takes the form 
2/3 dn(Z,W,X) = g(Aj2W.X)-g(Ajy,Z,X). 
Further as =rJ.(D-^ ,D-'-)=0, we get 
2/3g(CZ,W] ,X) = g(Aj2W,X)-g(Aj^Z,X) . 
Hence we conclude that the totally real distribution D-*- on a 
CR-submanifold is integrable if and only if , 
f g(JB7W,X)=0 , or 
(4.2.6) 
g(Aj2W,X) = g(Ajy^Z,X) . 
For al 1 Z,W e D-'- and X «. D. 
Remark. The integrab ility conditions in (4.2.5) and the 
first one in (4.2.6) have also been established by Urbano 
(cf., [45]) whereas second relation in (4.2.6) is established 
by N. Sato (cf., [41]). 
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These integrabi1ity conditions lead to the following 
characterization of CR-product submanifolds in a nearly 
Kaehler manifold. 
Theorem (4.2.1). Let M be a CR-submanifold of a nearly 
Kaehler manifold M and suppose both the distributions D and 
D-'- are integrable then M wi 11 be a CR-product if and only if 
AjptD=0 
Proof. Making use of equation (4.2.5) and proposition 
(2.2.3), it follows that the leaves of holomorphic 
distribution are totally geodesic in M if and only if 
(4.2.7) h(X,Y)£^ 
for all X, Y t D . Similarly, it follows from equation (4.2.6) 
and proposition (2.2.4) that leaves of D"*- are totally 
geodesic in M if and only if 
(4.2.8) h(X,Z) e /J 
for all X e. D and Z cD^. The assertion follows immediately on 
combining (4.2.7) and (4.2.8), 
It may be noted that this condition is precisely the same as 
obtained by B.Y. Chen for the characterization of CR-product 
in Kaehler manifolds. 
Before establishing a classification theorem for the 
totally umbilical CR-submanifolds of a nearly Kaehler 
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manifold, we first prove the following preparatory results: 
Proposition (4.2.1), Let M be a CR-submanifold of a nearly 
Kaehler manifold R with h(X,JX)=0, for each X in D. If D is 
integrable then each of its leaves is totally geodesic in M 
as well as in R. 
Proof. For X, Y e D, the Guass equation gives 
h(X,JY)+h(JX,Y) = ( 7xJ)Y+ (Vy J ) x+J (V^Y+VyX ) 
"(VxJY+VyJX) . 
The left hand side of the above equation is zero as 
h(X,JX)=0, and the first two terms in the right hand side 
vanish because of nearly Kaehler character of R. The rest of 
the terms, on using Guass equation again, yield 
(4.2.9) J(7xJY+VyJX)=VxY+VyX+2h(X,Y) 
Moreover, in view of the fact that h(X,JX)=0, equation 
(2.2.3) gives 
-FV^X = fh(X,X) . 
From which on noticing the fact that FU c JD"^  and f N t p , 
V- U e TM and NeT'^'M, one may easily observe that, 
(4.2.10) V^Xt D and 
(4.2.11) h(X,X)eJD-^. 
Replacing X by X+Y in (4.2.10), we get that V^Y+VyX e. D. 
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This observation together with integrabi1ity of D implies 
that 
(4.2.12) V x Y e D 
As Frobenius theorem guarantees the foliation of M by the 
leaves of D, (4.2.12) implies that these leaves are totally 
geodesic in M. Now making use of (4.2.12) and (4.2.9) we get 
h(X,Y)=0, proving the assertion completely. 
3. Totally Umbilical CR-submanifolds of a nearly Kaehler 
manifold; 
As an immediate consequence of the proposition (4.2.3), 
we may state the following result which is of some 
independent interest also. 
Corollary (4.3.1). Let M be a totally umbilical CR-
submanifold of a nearly Kaehler manifold R. If D is 
integrable then M is totally geodesic in R. 
With regard to totally real distribution we establish 
the following. 
Proposition (4.3.1). Let M be a totally umbilical CR-
submanifold of a nearly Kaehler manifold R. Then the totally 
real distribution D-'- is integrable and its leaves are totally 
geodesic in M. 
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Proof. For Z in D-^ , equation (2.2.2) gives 
=(V2P)Z-Ap2Z-th(Z,Z) . 
Now as M is nearly Kaehler ^^^ ^ totally 
umbilical in M, Ap2Z=g(H,FZ)Z, and th(Z,Z)=g(Z,Z)tH. With 
these observation, the above equation can be written as 
-PV2Z=g(H,FZ)Z+g(Z,Z)tH. 
Obviously the right hand side of the above equation belongs 
to D-'-, whereas the left hand side belongs to D, implying that 
(4.3.1) g(H,FZ)Z+g(Z,Z)tH=0 , 
and, 
(4.3.2) V^Z £ D-*-. 
Equation (4 .3.1) has solutions if either 
(a) dim(D-'-) = 1 or (b) H fc /J 
If dim(D-'-) = 1 then from (4.3.2), we conclude that D-*- is 
integrable and its leaves are totally geodesic in M. Further 
if H £. p then simplifying equation (2.2.2) and noting that in 
this case Ap2X=g(H, FZ )=0, th(Z,X) = g(Z,X)tH=0 and FX=0, V- Xt D, 
we get 
PxZ=(VxP)Z, and, E^X^iV^PjX , 
Adding the above two equations with the understanding that 
PZ=0, we get 
72PX=P(V2X+VxZ) , 
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implying that V^PX t D or equivalently Thus D-^  is 
integrable and its leaves are totally geodesic in M. This 
completes the proof. 
We are now in a position to establish the following: 
Theorem (4.3.1). Let M be a totally umbilical CR-submanifold 
of a nearly Kaehler manifold R. Then at least one of the 
following is true, 
(i) M is totally real, 
(ii) M is totally geodesic, 
(iii) dimCD''')^! & D is not integrable. 
Proof. If D=0 then by definition M is totally real, which is 
the case (i). If D^O and integrable then by corollary 
(4.2.1) M is totally geodesic which accounts for case (ii). 
suppose now that D is not integrable and H t jj then by virtue 
of (4.2.11) M is again totally geodesic. If however H ^ ^ then 
equation (4.3.1) has solutions if and only if dim(D )=1 which 
establishes (iii), this completes the proof. 
It is observed in our preceding discussions that the 
integrabi1ity of the holomorphic distribution D(^0) plays an 
important role in the geometry of CR-submanifolds of a nearly 
Kaehler manifold as the totally real distribution on a 
totally umbilical CR-submanifold M is always integrable and 
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its leaves are totally geodesic in M. Thus if we assume that 
D is also integrable,then by proposition (4.2.2) its leaves 
will be totally geodesic in M, making the CR-submanifold M to 
be a CR-product. 
Hence we may state 
Theorem (4.3.2). Let M be a totally umbilical CR-submanifold 
of a nearly Kaehler manifold M. Then M is a CR-product if 
and only if D is integrable. 
Since S®, as a special case of nearly Kaehler manifold 
is known, not to admit a proper CR-product (cf.[42]), the 
above theorem yields the following. 
Corollary (4.3.2). Let M be a totally umbilical proper CR-
submanifold of S®, then the holomorphic distribution is not 
integrable. 
CHAPTER V 
CR-SUBMANIFOLDS AND ALMOST CONTACT STRUCTURE 
1. Introduction: In the study of CR-submanifolds, it is 
observed that the case when the totally real distribution D-^  
is one dimensional, is of important geometric significance 
[10], [19], [35], Therefore, it is worthwhile to study these 
CR-submanifolds separately. The class of CR-submanifolds 
with dim(D-'') = 1 includes the real hypersurfaces of almost 
Hermitian manifolds also. It can be seen that these CR-
submanifolds of almost Hermitian manifold admit an almost 
contact structure in a natural way. This motivates us to 
study the geometry of these submanifolds, when the ambient 
space is equipped with some additional structures viz., 
Nearly Kaehler, Almost Kaehler & Kaehler etc. In the present 
chapter, we have therefore, investigated the nature of these 
contact structures on the submanifold induced from the 
ambient spaces. 
2. CR-submanifolds with dim(D-^) = 1: 
Let (M,J,g) be an almost Hermitian manifold. 
Throughout, we will denote by M, a CR-submanifold with 
The contents of this chapter have been accepted for 
publication in Toyama Math. J.,Japan. 
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dim(D''") = 1, i.e., D-*- is generated by a v e c t o r ^ which, 
without loss of generality, can always taken to be a unit 
vector. Let N^J"^ , so that the distribution JD-*- is generated 
by the vector field N. It is natural to expect that a CR-
submanifold of an almost Hermitian manifold with dim(D-'-) = 1 
would be almost contact. We demonstrate this as follows: 
For U e. TM, we set 
(5.2.1) 0U=PU, and FU= •r^ (U)N 
and thus on using the fact that g(FU,N)= r\(U), we get 
(5.2.2) r|(U) = g(U,^ ). 
Now, as JU=PU+FU, the relation g(PU,PV)=g(JU,JV)-9(FU,FV), 
together with g(FU,N)=>^(U) gives 
(5.2.3) g(0U,0V) = g(U,V)-r|(U)r|(V), 
Further, since FP=fF=0 and F(U)=r;(U)JN , 
J^U=JPU+JFU = p2u+r^(U)JN . 
Therefore, 
(5.2.4) 02u=-u + r|(U)^ . 
Also from (5.2.1) 
0 ^ =0, 
and from r|(U) = g(U,^), 
(5.2.5) r|(^) = 1. 
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Hence, it follows from equations (5.2.1)-(5.2.5) that M 
admits an almost contact metric structure (0,"^ with 0 as 
a (1-1) tensor; a 1-form and a vector field satisfying 
the relations (1.1.18) & (1.1.19). 
What happens if in addition M is a CR-product? This is 
answered by 
Theorem (5.2.1). M is cosymplectic in an almost Hermitian 
manifold M if and only if M is a CR-product. 
Proof. Suppose M is a CR-product i.e., M is locally a 
Riemannian product of the leaves of D and D-^ , or equivalently 
VP=0 [13]. Thus as P=0, (Vj0)V=O for each U, V in TM. Now 
differentiating the relation ry(V)=g(V,"^ ), covariently, we 
get 
(Vu^)V+r^(7uV)=U.g(V,^) , 
or, (VuY|)V+g(7uV,^ )=g(VuV.5 )+g(Vu"5 ,V) , i.e., 
(6-2.6) (Vyr|)V = g(V,Vu-^ ) . 
As M is a CR-product, the leaves of both the 
distribution D and D-*- are totally geodesic in M. In other 
words Vj^ Y £ D for each X,Y in D and V^W l D"^  for each Z, Wc D"*-. 
Therefore, 
(5.2.7) g(Vy^ ,X)=g(Vu-^ ,Z)=0 
Further, equation (5.2.7) suggests that 
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which on being taken with (5.2.6) gives 
(VuV^)V=0. 
Hence in view of (1.1.20), M is cosymplectic. Conversely, 
cosymplectic manifolds are CR-products follows directly from 
the definition. This proves the theorem. 
Now let h(X,Y)=ph(X,Y)+qh(X,Y), where p and q denote 
the projection operators onto JD-'- and p respectively. Let us 
put ph(X,Y)= o<(X,Y)N, for some scaler valued bilinear 
function o< on TM. For the particular case when the 
distribution D on the CR-submanifold M is integrable we have 
the following. 
Theorem (5.2.2) If R is nearly Kaehler then M (with D, 
integrable) admits a Cosymplectic structure if and only if 
o<= |3(r\ 0 r^ ), 
where (3 = cxC^, ^  ). 
Proof. Suppose M admits a cosymplectic structure, therefore 
by theorem (5.2.1), M is a CR-product and by theorem (4.2.1) 
Aj|y.D=0. In other words 
g(h(D,D),JDJ-)=g(h(D,D-l-),JD-'-)=0, 
or, g(ph(D,D), JD''-)=0 and g(ph(D,D-'-), JD-^)=0, 
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i.e.. o<(D,D)=e<(D,D-'')=0. 
Hence g(h(u, V) ,N)=r^(U)r^(V)o< ). 
That means o<(U, V)= o< , )-q(U)r|(V), 
or o< = (3 ("q <S) . 
Conversely o<(U,V)= o<(^,^)r|(U)T^(V), implies 
g(h(X,Y),N)=0, as well as g(h(X,Z),N)=0, 
for all X, Y t D and Z t D ^ . i.e., Aj[^D=0. Now as both the 
distributions D and D-*- are integrable, this conditions 
implies that M is a CR-product (theorem (4.2.1)) and 
therefore by theorem (5.2.1) M admits a cosymplectic 
structure. 
The following two corollaries follow immediately from 
the above theorem but are geometrically interesting on their 
own also. 
Corollary (5.2.1). If M (with D, integrable) is totally 
geodesic in a nearly Kaehler manifold then M is co-
symplectic. 
Corollary (5.2.2). Every totally geodesic real hypersurface 
M (with D, integrable) of a nearly Kaehler manifold R is co-
symplectic. 
In the following, we obtain the conditions for M to be 
nearly Sasakian. 
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Theorem (5.2.3). M is nearly Sasakian in a nearly Kaehler 
manifold if 
o<(U,V) = g(U,V). 
for each U,V in TM, 
Proof. For a nearly Kaehler manifold R , 
(VuJ)U=0 , 
for each U e T M . Therefore from equation (2.2.2) 
(V^jP)U=Af:uU+th(U,V) . 
Now as P=0, FU=g(U,^ )N and tN='^ , the above equation takes 
the form 
(5.2.8) (Vu0)U=rj(U)A^U-c<(U,U)^. 
Let us recollect that for a nearly Sasakian manifold 
(Vu0)U=T\(U)U-g(U,U)'^. 
In order that the right hand side of equation (5.2.8) be 
equal to )^(U)U-g(U,U)'5 , we must have oc(U,V)=g(U,V), for all 
U,V in TM. This proves the theorem. 
In particular if M is totally umbilical in R then 
h(U,V)=g(U,V)H, and therefore in this case as an immediate 
consequence of the above theorem we may state: 
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Corollary (5.2.3): If M is totally umbilical in a nearly 
Kaehler manifold R, then M is nearly Sasakian. 
In view of the theorem (5.2.3), it seems natural 
to expect that M should be Sasakian if R is in particular 
Kaehler. In what follows, we prove the same. 
Theorem (5.2.4). The CR-submanifold M of a Kaehler manifold 
M is Sasakian if 
o<(U,V)=g(U,V), 
for each U,V in TM. 
Proof. Since M is Kaehler, PyV=QjV=0 ¥U,V€.TM and there-
fore by using equation (2.2.2), we may write 
(VL,P)V=ApvU+th(U,V) . 
Now as P=0, the above equation becomes 
(Vy0)V=ApyU+th(U,V) . 
which by making use of the relations g(A,^U,V)=g(h(U,V) ,N): 
<<U,V) and th(U,V)=-o< (u,V)'^ , proves the assertion. 
Finally, we investigate the case when the ambient 
manifold is almost Kaehler and establish the following: 
Theorem (5.2.5). If M is almost Kaehler, then M is quasi-
Sasakian. 
Proof. Replacing P by 0, in equation (2.2.2), we get 
(7^0) V-JBy V-ApyU-th (U, V) =0, 
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for all U,Ve,TM. Taking inner product with Z eTM, we get 
g('7u0)V.Z)-g( V)V,Z)-g(h(U,Z),FV)-g(th(U,V),Z)=0, 
or 
(5.2.9) g((Vu0)V,Z)-g((7yJ)V,Z)+g(th(U,Z),V)-g(th(U,V),Z)=O, 
Simi1arly 
(5.2.10) g((Vv0)2,U)-g((VyJ)Z,U)+g(th(V,U),Z)-g(th(V,Z),U)=O 
and 
(5.2.11) g((V20)U,V)-g((72J)U,V)+g(th(Z,V),U)-g(th(Z,U),V)=O 
Summing up the equations (5.2.9), (5.2.10) and (5.2.11) and 
taking into account the fact that R is almost Kaehler, we 
conclude that M is quasi-Sasakian. 
Remark. Farran [20] has established similar results for real 
hypersurfaces. 
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